The New York Post is produced by the Postdoctoral Association (PDA) to update Weill Cornell postdocs on resources, events, and announcements. If you have announcements, events, news, or a postdoc spotlight submission, please send them to newsletter.weillcornell@gmail.com

We all want you!

The PDA provides official committees to facilitate postdoc involvement without large time commitments. Click here for details & below to contact chairs.

**Advocacy Committee**
Promote & discuss housing, benefits, & postdoc related issues.

**Career Development Committee**
Organize workshops, networking events, & seminars focused on careers & soft skills.

**Outreach Committee**
Organize quarterly Postdoc PubTalks & other NYC-based education/outreach events.

**Social Committee**
Organize mixers & annual events like bowling night, BBQs, Holiday Parties & more.

**Mental Health & Wellbeing Committee**
Promote & discuss mental health & wellbeing in the postdoc community.

**Anti-Discrimination Committee**
Advocate, educate & implement a safe space to fight system discrimination in our institution & hold each other & ourselves accountable for any discriminatory words, behaviors and policies.

Postdoc Feature

In an effort to promote the research and lives of our impressive colleagues, the PDA is releasing a series of "postdoc features". Check out his feature at the postdoc features website.

If you would like to be featured or know somebody who should, please use this form to sign-up or to suggest the name of a colleague that you would like to see featured. Features will take the form of informal interviews and brief video abstracts of recent research (interviewee's choice!)

Postdoctoral Association Info & Events

**Monthly PDA Meeting (VIRTUAL) - August 12th, 11:00 am. Join in and get involved!**

The PDA is now on social media! Follow us!

Keep an eye for more events from the PDA!
Virtual Events and Opportunities

**Online Zumba Class** - sign up here for registration - Zoom link here

**Academy eNews** - by New York Academy of Sciences - sign up here

**Career Builder Newsletter** - by New York Academy of Sciences - sign up here

**Invitation to Apply: Interstellar Initiative 2022-2023** - by New York Academy of Sciences - sign up here

**Benefits Highlights** - Citi Bike Discount, Family Care and Support, Car Rental Discounts - click here

**COVID-19 Resources**

**Shuttle Service** - For more information about Roosevelt island shuttle click here

**COVID-19 Rapid Home Test Reimbursement** - Under new federal guidelines, faculty and staff who are enrolled in WCM medical insurance coverage can be reimbursed for over-the-counter COVID-19 diagnostic antigen rapid home tests through their plan. Info here

Tips, Tricks & Opportunities

**Volunteer opportunity** - The Levin/Buck lab is looking for sperm donors for a research study to develop non-hormonal, on-demand and reversible contraceptives. Info here

Resources & Quick links

**Nature Masterclasses Online** - Persuasive Grant Writing. Info here

- Data Analysis: Conducting and troubleshooting. Info here

Weill Cornell Cores & Resources

Research Animal Resource Center

Weill Cornell Postdoc Policies

WCM Postdoctoral Association Website

WCM Postdoctoral Association Facebook

Comic

**Survey: How many unread e-mails are in your inbox (typically)?**

- What’s wrong with you people?? 32%
- We’re trying! 32%
- Help!! 22%
- An empty inbox is an illusion, man... 14%

Twitter survey - 9,043 respondents